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Abstract—Recent advances in resistive random access memory
(RRAM) as high density, low power, and faster memory systems
drive the need for devising a more lightweight integrity checking
system for RRAM. In this paper, we design a new tag generation
system for integrity checking of RRAM. A single read operation
to a crossbar RRAM in the presence of sneak path currents can
output a tag for the memory data that can be used for integrity
checking. An analytical approach to model such a tag generation
process is described in this paper. Security results predicted by
the analytical model provide various design options leading to an
optimal system from the perspective of considered security properties. The proposed design is simulated to investigate and verify
the security properties of the system for a number of optimal
design options predicted by the analytical model. Reliability of
the proposed system is also measured for varying conditions of
device parameters, operating temperatures, load resistances and
read voltage. Finally, the performance of the proposed system
is compared against another existing lightweight tag generation
method from the perspective of energy consumption, transistor
count and delay.
Index Terms—RRAM, memristor, integrity checking, tag,
crossbar, uniformity, avalanche. diffusion, reliability.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

esistive random access memory (RRAM) is an emerging technology for next generation computer memory
systems [1], [2]. Features like non-volatility, high density,
and fabrication compatibility with existing technology makes
RRAM an attractive candidate for replacing existing memory
technologies. Due to their convincing features from different
perspectives, RRAMs are being investigated for a number
of applications including non-volatile memory for emerging
computing system.
The reliability and security of any classical computing
system largely depends on the integrity of data fetched from
memory. Usually, the main memory of a computing system
is built on a separate chip other than the processor itself and
often is a target for attack. Therefore, increasing possibility
of RRAM as future non-volatile main memory, demands an
efficient design for its data integrity checking system.
In general, memory integrity checking protocols are based
on generating tags from data to be stored in the memory which
can be later used to verify data read from the memory. Hash
and message authentication code (MAC) based protocols are
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common approaches to memory integrity verification [3]–[6].
Some researchers have proposed block cipher based protocols
for memory authentication [7]–[9]. Hong et al. proposed a cost
effective tag design (CETD) method for memory authentication targeting embedded system applications [10]. Liu et al.
extended Hong et al.’s work in order to improve security [11].
Most existing works on memory integrity checking use a
separate cryptographic module such as hash functions or block
ciphers for tag generation. These cryptographic functions
require computationally extensive mathematical operations to
generate a tag from memory data and hence exhibit significant
area, power and delay overhead. With a view to designing
more lightweight integrity checking applications for RRAM,
Majumder et. al. proposed a technique that leverages sneak
path currents through the crossbar memory for tag generation
and hence requires less overhead [12]. Security applications
of RRAM using sneak path currents have also been proposed
in several other works where it proved to be more efficient
than conventional techniques for those applications [13], [14].
In this paper, we propose a new sneak path based tag generation and integrity checking method for nanoelectronic RRAM
that builds on earlier work [12]. The proposed technique is
presented in a generalized way which can be applied to any
RRAM system though we consider here a specific memristor
device for the sake of simulation.
The contributions of this paper include: i) development of
an analytical model for tag generation from RRAM leveraging
sneak path currents, ii) formulation of different design choices
based on desired security goals, iii) security analysis from
both analytical and experimental models of the system, and
iv) detailed reliability analysis considering possible sources of
variation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides some background regarding resistive switching
devices including a model for an emerging resistive switching
device, the memristor, and different memory architectures
for RRAM. Section III presents the adversarial model and
assumptions considered for the proposed design. Section IV
describes the desired security goals for the proposed design.
Section V and Section VI describes the proposed tag generation method and its analytical model, respectively. Section
VII includes different design options and associated security.
Section VIII includes the circuit design for the tag generation
system. Detailed security analysis of the proposed method
has been presented in Section IX. Reliability of the proposed
design considering different possible sources of variation is
analyzed in Section X. Performance comparisons between the
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proposed method and another method described in literature
are provided in Section XI and the paper is concluded with
Section XII.
II. RRAM BACKGROUND
Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) architectures are
investigated more and more in recent years with a view to
replacing conventional charge based volatile memory. NVM
technology of emerging trends mainly include Phase Change
Memory (PCM), Spin Torque Transfer RAM (STT-RAM) and
Resistive switching RAM (RRAM). Despite different internal
operating mechanisms, all of these technologies share some
common features such as all being two terminal devices,
switching between high and low resistive states also known as
OFF and ON state, and transition between the ON and OFF
state is acquired by applying an electrical excitation via voltage
or current. In this paper, we consider memristor based RRAM
technologies for designing an integrity checking system.
Many researchers independently reported resistive switching mechanisms using different metal insulator metal (MIM)
device stacks [15], [16]. Transition metal oxides are mostly
used as the insulator of these MIM structures. Due to the
switching property between two stable resistive states, such
devices have great potential as non volatile memory elements.
A popular name used for such metal oxide switching devices
is memristor which stands for “memory resistor” and well
represents characteristics of metal oxide resistive switching
devices. The term memristor was first theoretically proposed
by Leon Chua as the fourth fundamental circuit element after
resistor, capacitor and inductor [17]. Researchers of Hewlett
Packard (HP) labs reported a metal oxide switching behavior
as the first experimental characterization of the idea of a
memristor [18].
A. Memristor Operation and Model
A memristor’s current-voltage can be related by:
v(t) = M (t)i(t) =

dφ
i(t),
dq

(1)

where M (t) is the instantaneous resistance of the memristor,
also known as memristance; φ(t) and q(t) are flux linkage and
charge, respectively.
A memristor can be switched between its low and high
resistive states by applying an external voltage across the
terminals of the device. The low resistive state or ON state
is obtained by applying a positive voltage pulse having a
magnitude above a certain threshold voltage and a certain
minimum pulse width. Similarly, switching from low to high
resistance state is obtained by applying a negative voltage
pulse of a specific minimum pulse magnitude and width. Two
resistive states of the memristor can be used as binary data
where low and high resistance states correspond to 1 and 0,
respectively.
The memristor model considered for the RRAM simulation
in this paper is described in greater detail in [19]. According
to this model, with an applied voltage greater than a threshold
and a minimum switching time, the memristor can be switched

between its ON and OFF states. When the applied voltage
is less than the threshold, it results in a negligible change
in the memristance level. Therefore, the applied voltage for
reading a memristive memory element must be below its
switching threshold level for a reliable and non-destructive
read operation.
B. Memristor based RRAM Architecture
The crossbar structure for memristor based RRAM is a
promising architecture for future memory technology. In the
crossbar architecture, a memristor is placed at the crosspoint
of each horizontal and vertical metal wire and thus can
be used to form a very high density memory. However,
the crossbar RRAM where only a single memristor is used
for each memory cell suffers from current leakage through
unselected cells. Conductive paths through unselected cells
are called sneak paths. Sneak path currents are undesirable
as they cause read and write disturbances in crossbar RRAM
[20]. Due to sneak path currents when a voltage is applied to
a particular memory cell for reading or writing, current also
flows through the unselected cells. Thus, unselected cells are
written undesirably in the write process. In the read process,
unselected cells contribute to the reading of the selected cells
and thus possibly can cause an error.
Researchers have proposed some modified architectures
such as 1T1R and 1D1R for the crossbar RRAM to mitigate
sneak path problems [21], [22]. In these architectures, a
selector device is used along with the resistive switching
device (memristor) in each memory cell so that current flow
can be prevented through unselected cells. The 1T1R structure
proposes a transistor whereas the 1D1R concept uses a diode
as the selector device for each memory cell. Since 1D1R only
applies to unipolar resistive switching devices, in this paper
we consider 1T1R structure for the memristor based RRAM
architecture shown in Fig. 1. Another interesting feature of
the 1T1R RRAM is that it has the controllability of enabling
sneak paths in a particular portion of the memory by keeping
corresponding transistor lines turned on. This feature is useful
for applications leveraging sneak path currents.
III. A SSUMPTIONS AND A DVERSARIAL MODEL
Memory can be subject to unauthorized modification in
different ways. Unauthorized modification attacks on memory
can be classified into two categories: runtime attack and offline
attack. A runtime attack primarily includes different software
attacks where a malicious piece of code accesses the memory
and manipulates the data. Programming languages such as
C/C++ have very low level access to memory enabling malicious software that can access a portion of memory without
authorization and modify memory contents. One example is
the stack overflow attack where a malicious program writes
data to the stack for a number of times in such a way that
the stack overflows and an adjacent portion of memory is
overwritten [23].
Another example of runtime memory attack is the Direct
Memory Access (DMA) attack [24]. DMA is a special feature
in a computer system that enables some special peripheral
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system must have. These two types of collision resistance are
explained below.

Fig. 1: 1T1R model for Memristor based Crossbar RRAM.

devices to access the memory bypassing the operating system’s
supervision. The motivation of this feature is to enable the
I/O device to interact with memory while the processor can
perform other tasks. However, the same feature provides an attacker the opportunity to modify memory content maliciously.
Offline attacks refer to modifying memory content using
a different source while the memory is offline with the
authorized processor. A relevant example is the Evil Maid
Attack [25]. This is an attack where an adversary accesses
a powered down computer and manipulates the boot-loader
program stored in the non-volatile memory by connecting his
own external device to the processor.
In this paper we consider traditional computer architecture
for the memory system where the processor and memory are
separate. The processor interacts with memory with a shared
or separate address-data bus. For writing to and reading from
memory, we assume that the processor-memory bus is free of
attack. This assumption ensures that, whenever an authorized
person sends data to write into the memory or requests to read
from the memory, data can’t be modified while transmitting
through the data bus. However, an attacker can modify the data
when it is available in the memory in different ways, such as
those described earlier.
IV. S ECURITY G OALS
For integrity verification of memory data, a tag is generated
which represents the data in a compressed way. During every
update to the memory, a new tag is generated and stored.
During every read operation, the tag is regenerated from the
data to be read and verified against the previously stored tag.
The end goal for an adversary to attack this system is to
manipulate data in such a way that it would generate the same
tag as before the manipulation, also known as collision. A
secure integrity verification system must be collision resistant
which means that it should be computationally hard enough
to find two different memory states resulting in the same
tag. There are two types of collision resistance, targeted and
untargeted collision resistance that a secure integrity checking

1) Targeted Collision Resistance:
Targeted collision resistance is widely known as second
preimage resistance in cryptography [26]. Given some
data space, x where the tag of x1 is t1 , it should be
very difficult for an attacker to find another x2 such
that x2 6= x1 and the tag of x2 is also t1 . Ideally, a
secure integrity verification system has a resistance of
2−N against targeted collision where N is the number
of bits in the tag.
2) Untargeted Collision Resistance:
Untargeted collision refers to the actual collision resistance in a cryptographic hash function. It should be
difficult for an attacker to find any two data sets x1
and x2 such that x1 6= x2 and both produce the same
tag. Ideally, a secure integrity verification system has a
−N
resistance of 2 2 against untargeted collision where N
is the number of bits in the tag.
A targeted collision is more difficult to find for an adversary
as compared to the untargeted one and therefore resistance
against them are also known as strong and weak collision
resistance, respectively [27]. In case of targeted collision an
adversary can directly exploit the vulnerability by replacing
the targeted second preimage of the data. On the other hand,
if an adversary finds an untargeted collision, i.e. collision
between two random data sets, she can not directly leverage
that without any one of the data in the collision pair currently
being in the memory.
The above two properties are the end security goals for a
memory integrity verification system design. However, these
goals are achieved through several properties of the tag generation: uniformity, the avalanche effect and diffusion.
1) Uniformity:
The probability distribution of the tag should be uniform,
i.e. all possible tags should be generated with equal
probability for a random distribution of data. Without
uniformity, some tags would be more likely than others
and there would exist an increased chance for collision.
Collision resistance for N -bit tag can be expressed as
2−αN where α is the indicator of uniformity of a tag
distribution. Definition of α is provided in Eq. 31.
2) Avalanche Effect:
Avalanche effect is a well known term used in cryptographic security first used by [28]. Given a small
change in the data, it is desirable that 50% of all tag
bits be flipped [29]. Without this property, given a small
change in data, sample space for generated tag would be
smaller. As a result, there would be increased chances
of collision.
3) Diffusion:
Diffusion refers to the property that each tag bit be
dependent on or sensitive to all bits. Mathematically,
for any change made in the memory every bit of the tag
should flip with a chance of 50% [30]. This property is
also known as the strict avalanche criteria.
If the system includes the avalanche effect but lacks
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diffusion, it might be possible for a small change in
the data to affect only a small subset of the 50% bits
that are flipped in the tag. In this way, the attack space
is shortened and by observing a certain amount of tag
generation from different data, it is possible for the
attacker to figure out which set of the 50% bits have
flipped.
V. TAG G ENERATION A RCHITECTURE
Let’s consider a crossbar RRAM having m rows and n
columns as shown in Fig. 2 (a). For tag generation, a nondestructive read voltage, VR is applied to a row, and k columns
are pulled down to ground with a load resistor, RL in each
column. When sneak paths are enabled (all select transistors
are ON) in the crossbar RRAM, voltage across the load
resistors collectively can be used as a tag, i.e. a compressed
representation of the data stored in the entire crossbar. Tag
generation architecture proposed in this paper brings major
modifications in the basic sneak path current based tag generation architecture described in [12]. All unselected rows are
shorted to a high impedance node and similarly, all unselected
columns are shorted. Instead of multi bit conversion, each load
voltage is converted to single bit which avoids using multi bit
ADC hardware.
All memory cells in the crossbar shown in Fig. 2 are
classified into four categories and marked accordingly. These
4 categories are: connected between (i) selected row and
selected column, (ii) selected row and unselected column, (iii)
unselected row and unselected column, and (iv) unselected
row and selected column. We use R0 , R1 , R2 and R3 to
refer to memory cells of these 4 categories, respectively. From
the circuit shown in Fig. 2(b) it can easily be inferred that
the selected cell resistance, R0,1 , R0,2 ,..R0,k has significantly
greater impact on load voltage and hence the tag, τ . When
selected cells are ON, the dependency of generated tag for
unselected memory cells is at a minimum. To reduce this
bias condition we should keep R0 always OFF during tag
generation. Such a requirement implies that R0 cannot be a
part of the regular memory. However, this can be accomplished
if we use a reserved crossbar row as the selected row for
tag generation. Unlike the previous architecture, only the
unselected cells in the reserved row are written randomly
during every write operation and selected cells are kept off
which helps improve security. Another modification in this
architecture is that k columns used for tag generation are
sampled randomly during every new write operation. This
randomness helps achieve certain other security properties for
integrity checking.
VI. A NALYTICAL M ODEL
The crossbar network shown in Fig. 2(a) can be redrawn as
in Fig. 2(b) by considering the equivalent resistance of each
category. We simplify the equivalent circuit of the crossbar
by considering every OFF resistance as an open circuit. This
assumption is valid up to a certain level of ON/OFF ratio of the
memory element. Since the selected cells R0,1 , R0,2 , ..., R0,k
are always OFF during tag generation, we remove them from

the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2(b) while analyzing it for tag
generation. Using fundamental circuit analysis we can obtain
the voltage across the load resistor in the ith sample column,
Vi .
VR .Gi .RL
(2)
Vi =
Pk ,
1 + (R1,eq + R2,eq ). 1 Gi
where Gi = R3i,eq1+RL .
From this, τi is the ith bit of the tag which is found by
converting Vi into binary value using a comparator with a
reference voltage of V2R . We develop a model here to analyze
the probability of each bit, τi of the tag being 1 (or 0) in
relation to crossbar size, number of sampled columns and the
load resistance value.
VR
P r(τi = 1) = P r(Vi ≥
).
(3)
2
Substituting for Vi , the inequality Vi ≥ V2R can be rewritten
as:
VR .Gi .RL
VR
,
(4)
≥
Pk
2
1 + (R1,eq + R2,eq ). 1 Gi
which reduces to
R1,eq + R2,eq ≤

2.Gi .RL − 1
.
Pk
j=1 Gj

(5)

The equivalent resistance of each category of memory cell
can be represented in terms of the ON resistance:
R1,eq =

RON
RON
RON
, R2,eq =
, R3i,eq =
,
N1
N2
N3,i

(6)

RON
,
(7)
NL
where NL is a constant and N1 , N2 and N3 are random
variables representing the number of ON cells in the selected
row-unselected column, unselected row-selected column and
ith sampled column, respectively. The probability distribution
of N1 , N2 and N3 can be calculated assuming a uniform distribution of memory data. Data distribution in memory depends
on the memory instructions used by a program code. Different
programs have different data distributions for memory usage.
Every computer memory serves a large number of different
programs and therefore we assume a uniform distribution for
data in memory.
RL =

N1 = {xZ : 0 ≤ x ≤ n − k}

(8)

N2 = {xZ : 0 ≤ x ≤ (m − 1) ∗ (n − k)}

(9)

N3,i = {xZ : 0 ≤ x ≤ m − 1}

(10)

Eq. 5 can be rewritten in terms of NL , N1 , N2 and N3 .
1
N2

≥(

N3,j

1
N3,i

NL

1
+

k
X

N3,i + NL
)
N3,i − NL
(11)
1
Let X represent the random variable 1 +
and fX
1
N1
N2
is the probability density function (P.D.F) of X. Similarly, Y represents the random variable ( 1 1+ 1 +
N3,i
NL
Pk
N3,i +NL
1
).(
)
and
f
is
the
P.D.F
of
Y.
Y
j=1,j6=i 1 + 1
N3,i −NL
1
N1

1
+

1
NL

+

1
j=1,j6=i N3,j

1
+

1
NL

).(
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: (a)Multiple column sampling for shorted unselected row columns architecture of crossbar RRAM (b)Equivalent circuit
of (a)

From the properties of random variables we get,
Z +∞ Z x
P r(X > Y ) =
fX (x)fY (y)dxdy.
−∞

where r is the minimum value of N1 found from Eq. 17.
(12)

y=−∞

r = ceil(

(n − k) ∗ (m − 1) ∗ (p − 1)
),
(n − k) ∗ (m − 1) − (p − 1)

(19)

u1,i and u2,i can be found from the ranges of N2 given in Eq.
fX (x)fY (y)dxdy. 14.
−∞
y=−∞
i ∗ (p − 1)
u1,i = ceil(
)
(20)
(13)
i−p+1
Now we find fX and fY to calculate P r(X > Y ) using
(
i∗p
i∗p
Eq. 13.
f loor( i−p
), if f loor( i−p
) ≤ (m − 1) ∗ (n − k)
u2,i =
(m − 1) ∗ (n − k), otherwise
A. Finding fX
(21)
(n−k)(m−1)
. HowRandom variable, X ranges from 0 to
m
ever, the upper limit of X can be approximated as n − k as
m−1
approaches 1 considering a moderately large m. Now, B. Finding fY
m
fX (p − 1 ≤ X < p) represents the probability of X having a
We recall that Y is a random variable which is a function
value between p − 1 and p, where p is an integer between 1 of random variables N , N ,..., N .
3,1
3,2
3,k
and n − k. The condition p − 1 ≤ X < p reduces to,
k
X
1
N3,i + NL
1
N1 ∗ (p − 1)
N1 ∗ p
+
Y =( 1
) (22)
≤ N2 <
.
(14)
1
1
1 ).( N
3,i − NL
N 1 − (p − 1)
N1 − p
N3,i + NL
N3,j + NL
Z

+∞

Z

x

P r(τi = 1) = P r(X > Y ) =

j=1,j6=i

The lower limit of N2 in Eq. 14 must be less than or equal to
the maximum value of N2 , i.e.
N1 ∗ (p − 1)
≤ N2,max .
N 1 − (p − 1)

(15)

Eq. 15 reduces to,
N2,max ∗ (p − 1)
,
N2,max − (p − 1)

(16)

(m − 1) ∗ (n − k) ∗ (p − 1)
.
(m − 1) ∗ (n − k) − (p − 1)

(17)

N1 ≥
and eventually,
N1 ≥

Now, fX (p − 1 ≤ X < p) can be calculated as follows:
fX (p − 1 ≤ X < p) =

n−k
X
i=r

P r(N1 = i)

u2,i
X

P r(N2 = j),

u1,i

(18)

Let Y = (Y1 + Y2 ).Y3 where Y1 , Y2 and Y3 are individual
random variables having probability distributions of fY1 , fY2
and fY3 , respectively. Here, Y2 and Y3 are functions of the
same random variables N3,i which have binomial probability
distribution functions of fN representing the probability of a
number of cells being ON in the ith sampled column in the
crossbar. The set definition of N3,i has been provided in Eq.
10 from which we can obtain fN .

m−1
x
(23)
2m−1
From Eq. 22, Y2 is a sum of Y1 over (k-1) times. According
to the central limit theorem, when n number of independent
and identically distributed random variables drawn from a
distribution having a mean, µ and variance, σ 2 , are added
together, the resulting random variables will follow a normal
distribution with mean, nµ and variance nσ 2 .

fN (x) =

6

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3: (a)-(c):Probability of each tag bit being high with respect to the ratio of total columns and sampled columns for different
row size of crossbar. Load resistance used in different plots (a) RON
(b) RON
(c) RON .(d): ratio of total columns and sampled
3
2
columns with respect to number of crossbar rows required for achieving 0.5 probability of each tag bit being high
Let, µ = mean(fY1 ), σ 2 = variance(fY1 ). According to the
central limit theorem:


−(x − µ)2
1
exp
.
(24)
fY2 (x) = p
2σ 2
(k − 1)µ
Now, using algebra of random variables we can obtain the
P.D.F of random variables, Y from random variables Y1 , Y2
and Y3 .


Z m−1
1
z
fY (z) =
fN (x)fY2
− Y1 (x)
dY1 (x)
Y
(x)
Y
3
3 (x)
x=1
(25)
Since we have fX and fY we can find the probability of
each tag bit, τi = 1(= 0) using Eq. 13. Using the relation
expressed in Eq. 13, we evaluate the probability of a tag bit
being 1 (or 0) for different crossbar sizes and load resistance
values which are illustrated in Fig. 3.

load resistance the probability of a tag bit being 1 (or 0)
increases with both the number of crossbar rows and ratio
of total columns and sampled columns. Again, for a fixed
number of row and fixed total column to sampled column
ratio, the probability of a tag bit being 1 (or 0) increases
with the load resistance. Another observation is that for a
higher load resistance the curves are steeper, implying higher
sensitivity to the ratio of total column and sampled column.
Optimal design choices from the perspective of security are
combinations of these parameters leading to a probability of
0.5 for each tag bit being 1 (or 0). We discuss here that this
property is supported by a few additional assumptions and
architectural considerations and ensures the desired security
properties described earlier for the proposed integrity checking
system of RRAM.
A. Uniformity

VII. S ECURITY BASED D ESIGN C HOICE
According to the analytical model of the proposed tag
generation method, the probability of a tag bit being 1 (or
0) depends on the number of rows in the crossbar, ratio of
number of total columns to sampled columns, and ratio of
load resistance to ON resistance value of the crossbar. From
the plots shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen that for a fixed

This property can be achieved if the generated tag value has
a uniform probability distribution. For a uniform probability
distribution of a k- bit tag, the probability of each tag:
1
P r(τ ) = k .
(26)
2
In cases where the probability of each tag bit, τi being 1 (or
0) is independent of each other, the target value of τi is 12 for
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obtaining an uniform tag distribution. From Eq. 22, random
variable Y for each sampled column has an independent term
comprised of the number of ON cells in each sampled column,
N3,i . Therefore, the probability of each tag bit being 1 (or 0)
expressed by the Eq. 13 is independent of each other except
for some limiting size of crossbars for which the term N3,i in
Eq. 22 becomes negligible as compared to NL .
From the plots of Fig. 3, we can achieve this target value
with different sets of combinations among the three design
parameters: number of crossbar rows, ratio of total columns
to sampled columns, ratio of load resistance to ON resistance.
For a better demonstration of design choices we plot the ratio
of total number of columns and number of sampled columns
with respect to number of crossbar rows for different load
resistance to ON resistance ratio corresponding to the 0.5 lines
in each plot of Fig. 3.
B. Diffusion
Diffusion is the measure of sensitivity of each bit in the data
to every bit in the generated tag. As we described earlier, for
a secure integrity checking system every bit in the tag should
be flipped with a probability of 12 due to a 1-bit flip in the
data.
As we described earlier, our tag generation architecture is
such that during every new write operation to the memory,
a new set of k columns is chosen randomly and used for
sampling in tag generation phase. In addition, all unselected
cells in the reserved row are reconfigured with random bit in
every new write operation. These added randomness scrambles
the data and essentially makes it random to the tag generator
even if only 1 bit of the data is being flipped by an user.
For corner cases where the proportion of 0’s and 1’s in the
memory data is extremely unbalanced, e.g. all 0’s or all 1’s,
choosing a random set of k columns for a new tag generation
corresponding to a small change in data contributes negligibly
to the tag change. In this case, the only randomness that
contributes to the tag change is that in the reserved row and
may result in a deviation in the diffusion results from the
general cases. However, this can be mitigated by adding more
than one reserved row to strengthen the effect of randomness.
For general cases, let the tag generated from a random data
be τ and it changes to τ 0 due to 1-bit flip in the data. ∆τ is
the binary distance between τ and τ 0 . Now, the probability of
any tag bit being flipped:

Quantitatively, on average, half of the total bits in the tag
should flip due to a single bit flip in the data. In our
tag generation method, we define the avalanche coefficient,
σh as a measure of avalanche effect. Avalanche coefficient
is calculated by estimating the expected value of hamming
distance (HD) between a tag generated from a random data
and the tag generated by flipping 1-bit of the data.
HD =

k
X

∆τi

(28)

i=1

From the analysis of diffusion property in the sneak path
based tag generation, we can achieve the property of each
bit in the tag being flipped independently with a probability
of 21 due to only a single bit flipping in the input. However,
corner cases affecting the diffusion property also impact the
avalanche effect. For general cases, let fh is the probability
distribution function of hamming distance between two tags
generated from two data separated by a hamming distance of
1. For a k-bit tag:

k
x
(29)
2k
The expected value of HD is the desired value of avalanche
effect.
k
X
k
E(x) =
x.fh (x) = ;
(30)
2
x=0

fh (HD = x) =

VIII. C IRCUIT D ESIGN AND O PERATION
The tag generation method proposed in this paper utilizes
sneak path enabled in-memory computing feature of RRAM.
The same crossbar structure used for the memory can also
be used to generate tags for integrity checking purposes with
minimal additional control circuitry.
A. Design

We consider a 1T1R structure for the RRAM as shown in
Fig. 4 which can mitigate the sneak path leakage problem associated with regular read and write operation of the memory.
The memory has row and column control blocks for regular
read-write operations. For tag generation purposes, separate
row and column control units are multiplexed with regular
ones. A trigger signal is used as the selector of the multiplexer
which makes the memory switch between the regular read0
0
P r(∆τi = 1) = P r(τi = 1)P r(τi = 0)+P r(τi = 0)P r(τi = 1) write and tag generation phase. We already described that the
(27) row where read voltage is applied for tag generation is not a
By choosing appropriate design parameters suggested in part of regular memory operation. Rather, it is reserved only
Fig. 3 (d), we can achieve P r(τi = 1) = P r(τi = 0) = 21 as for tag generation purposes. In the row control circuit for tag
we mentioned earlier. Due to the randomness in tag generation, generation, the reserved row is connected with a read/write
the data becomes a random one even only a bit is flipped. As controller. All other rows are tied together to a common node.
Column control circuit has a sampling decoder unit which
a result P r(τi0 = 1) = P r(τi0 = 0) = 12 . Plugging these values
1
is
used
to reconfigure the sampled and unsampled columns for
in Eq. 27 we get P r(∆τi = 1) = 2 .
a tag generation instant. An analog de-multiplexer is used with
every column going into tag generation column control unit.
C. Avalanche Effect
One output of each de-multiplexer is connected to a common
Avalanche effect refers to the property of the output being node to implement the shorted unselected column structure as
changed significantly due to a small change in the input. described in Section V. A read/write control unit is connected
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with the other output of each de-multiplexer. A sampling
decoder feed by a pseudo random number generator (PRNG)
randomly selects a set of columns for sampling. PRNG is
enabled by a voltage pulse derived from the regular write
signal of the memory. Thus, the PRNG generates a new value
during every new write operation and hold it until the next
write. In read mode, each read/write control unit connects each
column to a load which can be implemented using polysilicon
resistor having low deviation in the resistance level [31].
Voltage across each load resistor is connected to an analog
comparator and the output of each comparator is feed into a
flip flop. Finally a n × k selector configured by the PRNG
output selects k tag bits out of n flip flop outputs. A transistor
control unit is used to control the transistors of every 1T1R
memory cell in both regular read/write and tag generation
mode of the RRAM.

Fig. 4: Crossbar RRAM with peripheral control circuitry for
tag generation and integrity checking

B. Operation
The tag generation phase of the proposed integrity checking
method is divided into two steps.
The first step is configuring phase where the PRNG generates a random number and the sampling decoder decodes
sampled and unsampled columns accordingly. In this step,
bits in the reserved row corresponding to sampled columns
are written with all 0’s and those corresponding to unsampled
columns are written with random 0’s and 1’s. This task is
accomplished by a two phase write method used to write
a whole row of resistive crossbar memory [32]. In the first

phase of a two phase write method, the whole crossbar row is
written with 0’s. In the second step, only desired locations are
written with 1’s. A similar two phase write method is applied
to write the reserved row which also leverages stochasticity
in memristor switching [33], [34]. As we consider a binary
memristor for the application proposed in this work, switching
probability of the memristor depends on the write pulse width
provided that the device exhibits stochasticity in its switching
behavior. There is a particular range of write time where the
memristor switches between the ON and OFF state stochastically with a probability of around 50%. In the first phase
of reserved row write, all RRAM cells in the reserved row
are reset with a regular write pulse ensuring 100% switching.
Regular write pulse refers to the write voltage pulse having
a sufficiently large pulse width which causes switching of a
stochastic memristor with a probability of 1 . After that, a set
pulse with pulse width in the stochastic region is applied to
only the cells in the unsampled columns of reserved row. In
the stochastic region of switching, a write pulse width can be
found for which a stochastic binary memristor can be switched
with a 50% chance. In this way, a random number is written
into the reserved row of the crossbar RRAM in a much simpler
way than the regular PRNG based write method. However, not
all RRAM devices exhibit a stochastic switching characteristic.
This stochastic switching based reserved row write method
will only apply to the RRAM that has stochasticity in the
switching characteristics. Otherwise, we can always use the
traditional PRNG based write method as described in [12].
The second phase of tag generation is to read the memory
through the sampled columns while all sneak paths in the
RRAM are enabled. To generate the tag, the analog voltage
across the load resistor of each column is converted to a
binary bit using a comparator with a certain reference voltage.
A sampling pulse stores each bit to the corresponding flip
flop. Among n flip flop outputs the n × k selector selects
only those outputs corresponding to the columns decoded by
sampling decoder. This set of selected output is the generated
tag from the RRAM data. Unlike the first phase, this phase
of tag generation is triggered by an external signal. This
signal comes from the processor interacting with the memory.
Whenever the processor writes something to the memory, it
also sends a tag generation signal to generate a tag from it
and stores the generated tag for integrity checking. After the
write operation, whenever the processor reads the memory, it
checks the integrity of the memory data from any unauthorized
modification. For verifying integrity, the processor sends the
tag generation signal to the memory and regenerates the tag. If
the regenerated tag matches the previously saved one, the data
read from the memory can be treated as safe and unaltered.
Otherwise, the integrity of data is violated and regarded as
unsafe for using in the applications of computer dependent on
it.
IX. S IMULATION T ESTS AND R ESULTS
For empirical evaluation of the security properties, the
proposed design is simulated in MATLAB using a model for
the resistive crossbar structure described in [12]. We have
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added temperature variability to the model for investigating
the impact of temperature variation on the security properties
of generated tags. We specifically consider a temperature
coefficient of 0.004/o C/ and −0.008/o C for LRS and HRS
variation of the memory cell, respectively [35]. The nominal
value considered for the HRS and LRS of memristor is 57 MΩ
and 58 kΩ, respectively [36]. The read voltage ensuring a
nondestructive read operation considered in the simulation is
600 mV. To account for process variation, LRS and HRS are
modeled with 10% and 20% variations, respectively. Security
properties are tested using some algorithms developed based
on the definition of these properties.
A. Uniformity Test
Uniformity is measured using a metric that refers to how
balanced the probability distribution of tag generated from
randomly distributed data. Tags are generated from a number
(k) of randomly selected data combination. This set of tags
are divided into a number (t) of equally spaced bins, b1 , b2 ,..,
bt . Number of tags fallen into each bins are nb1 , nb2 ,.., nbt ,
respectively. In our experiment, we choose a k of 1000 and t of
256. Uniformity can be measured using the following equation
developed using the balance metric described in [37].
i
h
k2
(31)
unif ormity, α = logt
nb1 2 + nb2 2 + ... + nbt 2
From the above equation, uniformity will be 1 when the
distribution of tag is fully balanced, i.e. nb1 = nb2 =
... = nbt = kt . Based on the tag distribution found from
our simulation results we can calculate the uniformity of the
proposed design for integrity checking using Eq. 31.
B. Avalanche Test
For measuring avalanche effect, pairs of tag are generated
from random data and one of its variant with a randomly
selected bit flipped. A number (k) of such pairs are generated
using simulation. Hamming distances are measured between
tags in each pairs as a percentage of the total number of tag
bits. Let, H1 , H2 ,..., Hk are measured hamming distances
between tag generated in each pair. The mean of resulted
hamming distance distribution gives the measure of avalanche
effect of our proposed tag generation method. This measure
of avalanche effect is termed as avalanche coefficient (Av) for
further reference in this paper.
Pk
Hi
Av = i=1
(32)
K
C. Diffusion Test
For measuring diffusion we use the same measurements
taken for avalanche test. However, unlike the avalanche test,
in this test, our goal is to measure the likeliness of each bit
being flipped. We calculate the bit distance of each tag bit in
every pairs of generated tags. Diffusion is a property which
evaluates each bit individually. Let, d1 , d2 ,..., dk are average
bit distance of each bit across all tag pairs. If each of the
bit individually flips with a probability of 50%, proposed tag

TABLE I: Security results for optimal crossbar sizes with
different values of load resistances. Tag size (number of
sampled columns) considered in this analysis is 8 bits
RLOAD
RON
3

RON
2

RON

Crossbar Size
8 × 264
10 × 176
12 × 120
14 × 104
16 × 92
8 × 96
10 × 72
12 × 60
14 × 58
16 × 55
8 × 34
10 × 32
12 × 30
14 × 29
16 × 28

Uniformity
0.9596
0.9561
0.9602
0.9612
0.9056
0.9619
0.9583
0.8931
0.7395
0.6264
0.7150
0.5821
0.4751
0.3507
0.3241

Avalanche
0.5035
0.5011
0.4983
0.4946
0.4948
0.4983
0.4913
0.4853
0.4945
0.4989
0.5009
0.4951
0.5052
0.5145
0.4931

Diffusion
0.4870
0.4930
0.5080
0.4860
0.4930
0.4833
0.4860
0.4900
0.4810
0.4860
0.4760
0.4540
0.4690
0.4610
0.4720

generation method would then meet the diffusion properties
also known as strict avalanche criteria. However, to quantify
the property using a single numerical value we take the
geometric mean for probability of bit flip across all bits in the
tag. This quantification is termed as the diffusion coefficient
(dif f ).
p
dif f = k d1 .d2 ....dk
(33)
D. Results
From our analytical model of the proposed tag generation
method from crossbar RRAM, we find the optimal crossbar
size that leads to desired security properties. Fig. 3 shows
optimal parameters for RRAM design that meets the security
goals for integrity checking. We choose RRAM with those
set of parameters for simulating the proposed tag generation
method in order to generate security results.
An interesting observation we found from the analytical
model of the proposed tag generation method is that security
properties of this proposed system depends on the ratio of
the number of total columns to number of sampled columns.
As the voltage across each sampled column translates into a
tag bit, the total number of sampled columns is essentially
the tag size of the proposed integrity checking system. Due
to the dependency of the security properties on relative size
of crossbar columns with respect to tag size, optimal points
shown in Fig. 3 are valid for any tag size. For the selection of
crossbar memory sizes, we first choose a particular tag size.
After that, we choose a particular crossbar row size and find
the corresponding ratio of number of total column to sampled
columns. Finally, we find the column size by multiplying the
ratio with chosen tag size. Table I shows security results for the
proposed tag generation method in room temperature (25o C)
for all of the optimal points suggested in Fig. 3(d) with a tag
size (number of sampled columns) of 8. The same results also
apply to larger tag size, where we have to scale up the number
of total columns in the crossbar accordingly.
Results demonstrated in Table I indicate that avalanche
effect and diffusion for our proposed tag generation method are
close to their ideal values, 0.50 for all of the optimal points
suggested in Fig. 3(d). Uniformity is also close to its ideal
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TABLE II: Impact of temperature variation on the security
properties of proposed tag generation method
Crossbar Size
8 × 264
10 × 176
12 × 120
14 × 104
16 × 92

Uniformity
00 C
1000 C
0.9562
0.9584
0.9590
0.9681
0.9581
0.9583
0.9577
0.9584
0.8911
0.8963

Avalanche
00 C
1000 C
0.4959
0.4988
0.4905
0.5008
0.4984
0.4946
0.4890
0.4996
0.4999
0.5012

Diffusion
00 C
1000 C
0.5159
0.4854
0.4994
0.4904
0.4944
0.4931
0.4997
0.4873
0.4994
0.4899

TABLE III: Security results for optimal crossbar sizes with
different values of load resistances. Tag size (number of
sampled columns) considered in this analysis is 8 bits
Tag size
8
16
32
64

Crossbar Size
8 × 96
8 × 192
8 × 384
8 × 768

Uniformity
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.96

Avalanche
0.49
0.49
0.51
0.48

Diffusion
0.4850
0.48
0.475
0.50

value, 1 for a design having less number of rows in the crossbar. However, when the number of rows increase uniformity
deviates from its ideal value. The rate at which uniformity
decreases with the increase of crossbar rows increases for a
higher RL . For a load resistance of RON
3 , the uniformity value
is nearly ideal up to a row size of 14.
The analytical model for the proposed tag generation
method can explain such deviation of security results from
their optimal values. Every optimal point of Fig. 3(d) results in
probability of 0.5 for each tag bit being high or low. However,
as we already described in Section VI that for having a uniform
probability distribution of generated tag, each tag bit being
high (or low) must be 0.5 and independent of each other. The
right hand side of the inequality in Eq. 11 consists of the
generic term N3,i and NL where, N3,i represents number of
ON memory cells in ith sampled column and NL represents
the ratio of of ON resistance (RON ) and load resistance
(RL ). The term N3,i is the source of independence of Eq. 11
across each sampled column. When the number of rows in the
crossbar increases, the number of cells in a column increases
too. As a result, number of ON memory cells in a sampled
column also becomes higher on an average. At a particular row
size the term N13,i becomes negligible compared to N1L and
hence Eq. 11 lacks independence across all sampled columns.
In this case, in spite of having 0.5 probability for each tag bit
being high or low, the overall tag is reduced to only a few
combination and results in low uniformity. This condition can
happen similarly when the ON resistance to load resistance
ratio NL decreases.
In order to investigate the impact of temperature variation
we also evaluated the security properties for tag generation
considering two temperatures 0o C and 100o C with RLOAD =
RON
3 . The security results with temperature variation is shown
in Table II. It can easily be seen that temperature variation has
almost no impact on the security results within the considered
range of variation.
In Table I and Table II, we demonstrated results for a tag
size of 8 bits. Since the security results depend on the number
of sampled columns relative to the total number of columns,
the same results also apply to higher tag size with number of

crossbar columns scaled up proportionately. We demonstrate
scalability results in Table III for one of the optimal design
configurations suggested in Fig. 3(d) by keeping the ratio of
total column to sampled column constant while increasing the
absolute size of sampled columns as well as total columns. For
the results in Table III, We chose a crossbar with 8 rows, total
columns 12× of the sampled columns and a load resistance of
RON
2 . We select 4 different sampled column sizes (i.e. tag size)
8, 16, 32, 64 for demonstrating that security results depend on
the ratio of total and sampled column rather than depending
on the absolute column size.
Simulation results presented in Table I validates the analytical model quite accurately. Design choices suggested by the
analytical model which is shown in Fig. 3 yields a desired
level of security for most cases. There are some cases where
the security results deviate from the values suggested by the
analytical model. These can also be explained based on the
assumptions considered in the model. A designer can therefore
make design choices guided by the analytical model with a
sufficient level of confidence.
X. VARIABILITY S OURCES AND R ELIABILITY A NALYSIS
Reliability is one of the major characteristics of any usable
system design. For the proposed integrity checking system,
reliability refers to the ability of generating the same tag on
every read operation between two consecutive write operations
in the memory. It is desirable that after memory is written,
generated tag be always same until the next write is performed.
However, variability is a major concern for memristor based
RRAM designs. A number of different sources contribute
to the variability in RRAM based system design. For the
proposed tag generation system we consider memristor’s cycle
to cycle variation, supply voltage fluctuation, temperature variation and load resistance variation as the sources of variation.
Memristors also suffer from aging induced resistance drift over
time. However this is a slow process and does not affect the
reliability of tag over multiple reads between consecutive write
operations.
A. Variability Sources
Memristor devices exhibit variations in their parameters
across different set/reset cycles. Cycle to cycle variation potentially can be a reliability concern for any RRAM based
system. However, one notable feature of the proposed tag
generation method is that the proposed method only involves
read operation. Usually a read operation is performed by
applying a low voltage which prevents change in the resistance
level of the memory cell. Therefore, an RRAM based system
exhibits little variation in terms of memory cell resistance
levels from one read cycle to another as compared to the
variations between one write cycle to another.
Like most of the electronic devices, memristor is also
temperature dependent. Many of its device parameters are
temperature dependent. For example, OFF state resistance
of a HfOx memristive devices increases and both set and
reset voltages decreases with the increase of temperature [38].
Due to temperature variation, generated tag from the RRAM
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TABLE IV: Reliability results of the proposed tag generation
method for three different crossbar sizes.
RLOAD
RON /3
RON /2
RON

Crossbar Size
12 × 120
8 × 96
8 × 34

Reliability (%)
83.11%
91.44%
83.11%

can be different during tag verification phase at every read.
Therefore, temperature fluctuation can be one of the deterrents
for reliability of the proposed tag generation method.
Another variation we consider in reliability analysis of the
proposed design is fluctuations in read voltage applied for tag
generation. All designs of voltage supply have some noises
associated with it that cause the voltage level to fluctuate randomly around its nominal value According to the relationship
between the load voltage and the read voltage given in Eq.
2, load voltage is directly proportional to the read voltage.
Generated tag is affected therefore by the fluctuation in applied
read voltage level.
Another source of variation in the proposed tag generation
is the load resistance of each sampled column. From our
analytical model of the proposed tag generation from RRAM,
load resistance is one the crucial design parameters. It can
be seen in Fig. 3 that a crossbar of particular size exhibits
a huge difference in the distribution of the tag value for 3
different ratios between the load resistance and ON resistance
value considered in the analysis. Due to variability in the
load resistance value from its nominal value, output voltage
across the load resistor also varies accordingly and becomes a
potential factor for affecting the reliability of tag generation.
B. Reliability Test and Results
To investigate the reliability of the proposed tag generation
method from RRAM, we simulated the proposed design of tag
generation using Cadence Spectre simulator. In this reliability
test experiment the memory is written with a random data
and tag is generated for a number of times. For each of these
tag generation instant, simulator chooses a random value for
every source of variation within a range of their respective
nominal values. We consider a cycle to cycle variation of 2%,
a temperature range of 0◦ C to 100◦ C, and 5% variation for
load resistance of each sampled column [35]. 20 mV variation
is considered for the read voltage used in the tag generation
method [39]. The tag that is generated immediately after the
write operation is the reference tag for integrity checking.
Every read operation after this write and before the next
write requires regeneration of the tag and verification whether
regenerated tag matches with the reference tag. Reliability
is evaluated as the percentage of tag regeneration during
memory read that matches with the reference tag. Overall
reliability is found by averaging over the reliability results
for tags generated from different random data considered
in the experiment. Table IV demonstrates reliability results
for three different crossbar having the best security results
corresponding to each of the load resistance value considered
in Fig. 3. Results indicate that an optimal design from the
perspective of security with a load resistance of half of the

ON resistance is more reliable than designs with other two
choices of load resistance.
Investigating the proposed tag generation architecture, it
can be inferred that memory states resulting in load voltages
around the threshold voltage of the comparator are less reliable
for tag generation. These states are more susceptible to the
variation in different parameters involved in the tag generation process. However, if these states are identified correctly,
reliability of the system can be improved by applying standard
error correction schemes used in other RRAM based systems,
such as those considered for physically unclonable functions
[40].
Detailed reliability model portraying the relationship between reliability value and design parameters is left as a
future work. As another possible future aspect of this work,
the analytical model can be modified to include variability of
design parameters and thus can help choosing optimal designs
from the perspective of both security and reliability.
XI. OVERHEAD A NALYSIS
In most of the existing works on memory integrity checking,
tag generation is performed using computationally intensive
cryptographic operations. On the other hand, the proposed
method use a single memory read operation for tag generation
and hence is expected to incur significant amount of resource
savings.
For comparing the implementation cost of the proposed tag
generation method with an existing one, we choose the tag
generation method proposed by Hong. et al. as comparable to
ours as it is also a lightweight one compared to more conventional methods [10]. There is another related work which
addressed some of the security concerns of Hong. et. al.’s
design and proposed some addition to the design for improving
the security [11]. However, the security improvement comes
with a cost of overhead. If the tag generation method proposed
in this paper shows improvement over Hong et. al.’s design,
the improvement would be even more compared to Liu et.
al.’s method. Since this work is built on the basic idea of tag
generation leveraging sneak path currents proposed in [12],
overhead incurred by both systems are comparable. However,
based on design considerations outlined in this paper, we are
able to design a system which exhibits security properties close
to the ideal value. On the other hand, the earlier work lacks
this and requires 25% more tag bits to reach a similar level
of security [12].
For the purpose of comparison, we implement a prototype
for both our design and Hong et al.’s design with same
configurations and technology node. We choose 64 bit data
and 8 bit tag system for tag generation using both method and
65 nm CMOS technology is used for the implementation.
Prototype implementation of tag generation method proposed by Hong. et. al. includes random shuffling among data
blocks and bit rotation by a random number. Data is divided
into blocks of a bit length equals to the tag size. Final step
of this tag generation method is the bit wise XOR among the
output of each data block after shuffling and rotation. Prototype implementation of the tag generation method proposed
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TABLE V: Comparison of implementation cost among different existing tag generation techniques
Overhead
Energy (pJ)
Delay
(ns)
Transistor count

Hong et al.
96
50

Yan et al.
408
104

Roger et al.
455
138

Proposed
9.75
20

9358

15340

15340

3456

in this paper generates a tag of 8 bits from 64 bit data. The
crossbar RRAM considered for this implementation consists
of 5 rows and 16 columns. Due to the reserved row the actual
data row is 4 and the number of total memory cells is 64.
The tag generation circuit is implemented using the circuit
described in Fig. 4.
Implementation cost for both designs are presented in Table
V. Cost is evaluated from the perspective of average energy
consumption in a tag generation cycle, transistor counts required for the circuit implementation and delay for completing
tag generation. Comparisons with two other existing methods
proposed by Yan et al. [8] and Roger et al. [9] are also presented in Table V evaluated based on the overhead comparison
given in [10]. According to the Table V, the design proposed in
this paper shows significant improvement over its comparable
designs considered here. The improvement is almost 10× for
energy and 2.5× for both transistor count and delay, over the
design proposed by Hong et al. which exhibits least overhead
among the three comparables. This improvement of our design
in the implementation cost is achieved due to a number of
factors. First, in our method, the main processing of data
leading to tag generation requires a simple read operation
whereas a number of shuffling, rotation and XOR operation
is involved in the other method. Though some processing is
also required in our design to facilitate the column sampling,
it is only performed on the columns. In contrast, all operation
is performed on each data in the other method and therefore
requires a large amount of hardwares compared to our method.
The improvement in delay is also noticeable in our design. The
required time to generate a tag is simply the time required for
a read operation and propagation delay of the sampling circuit.
It must be noted that for the proposed tag generation method
in this paper, an additional write is performed to the reserved
row during every regular write operation. As we described
earlier, this write is performed using a two phase write method
and thus requires a delay equal to twice the write time for
a RRAM memory. However, this extra overhead in delay is
required only during the write operation to memory. For read
operation from memory no new tag is generated and thus
does not require the step of reserved row writing. Therefore,
the tag generation method proposed in this paper still shows
a significant improvement for the average case delay of tag
generation.
Other comparables used in this comparison are implemented
using well established CMOS technology and therefore are
highly reliable in their operation. On the other hand, the proposed method is to be implemented for RRAM based memory
and involves nanoelectronic devices, memristors, where reliability is always a concern. For the proposed system, reliability
is at best 91% among the three test cases considered. Again,
the proposed system is more efficient than other comparable
methods in terms of implementation. Therefore, future work

on reliability enhancement methods for the proposed system
should be considered.
XII. C ONCLUSION
Main contribution of this work includes the development
of an analytical model and formulating design considerations
for the sneak path current based tag generation mechanism
inspired by an earlier work. We investigated the security
properties of the system using circuit level simulation of the
design and verified the analytical model. We also measured
the reliability of the proposed method considering different
possible sources of variations.
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